In Your Eyes I See the World

Flute 1

mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...
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mp-rise and fall

w/Quiet Energy

Rit...!

w/Forward Energy...

Pesante!

Slowly... carefully...

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World
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Flute 2

mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

3

5

simile

11

w/Quiet Energy

13

mp-rise and fall

V.S.
Rit...!

w/Forward Energy...

Slowly... carefully...

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World

Bassoon 1

mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

0

11

w/Quiet Energy

17

Rit...!

21

w/Forward Energy...  Pesante!

26  Slowly... carefully...

35

40

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World

Bassoon 2
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mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

0

w/Quiet Energy

11

Rit...!

17

w/Forward Energy...

21

Pesante!

Slowly... carefully...

26

35

40

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World
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Clarinet 1

mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

0

3

5

simile

11

w/Quiet Energy

13

mp-rise and fall

16

Rit...!

V.S.
w/Forward Energy...

Pesante!

Slowly... carefully...

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World

Clarinet 2
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mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

w/Quiet Energy

w/ Quiet Energy

Rit...!

V.S.
w/Forward Energy... Pesante!

Slowly... carefully...

p and fade...
Rit...!

w/Forward Energy...

Pesante!

Slowly... carefully...

f

mp

mf

f

ff

p

p

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World

Alto Sax 2
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mp

w/Quiet Energy

Rit...!

w/Forward Energy...

Pesante!

Slowly... carefully...

f

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World

Tenor Sax
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mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

w/Quiet Energy

mp-rise and fall

Rit...!

f

w/Forward Energy...

Pesante!

Slowly... carefully...

f

$ffz$ p

$ff$ smp

p

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World

Bari Sax
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mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

w/ Quiet Energy

Rit...!

w/ Forward Energy...

Pesante!

Slowly... carefully...

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World
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Horn 1

mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

0

w/Quiet Energy

13

Rit...!

18

w/Forward Energy...

21

Pesante!

26

Slowly... carefully...

41

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World
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Horn 2

mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

w/Quiet Energy

Rit...!

w/Forward Energy...

Pesante!

Slowly... carefully...

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World

Horn 3

mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

0

10

13

w/Quiet Energy

Rit...!

w/Forward Energy...

Pesante!

21

26

Slowly... carefully...

41

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World

Horn 4

mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

0

w/Quiet Energy

13

Rit...!

18

w/Forward Energy... Pesante!

21

Slowly... carefully...

26

41

p and fade...
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In Your Eyes I See the World

Trumpet 1
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0

w/ Quiet Energy

17

w/ Forward Energy...

22

Slowly... carefully...

31

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World

Trumpet 2
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0 mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

w/Quiet Energy

17 Rit...!
w/Forward Energy...

22 Pesante!
Slowly... carefully...

31 f ff p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World

Trumpet 3
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mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...
w/Quiet Energy

Rit...!
w/Forward Energy...

Pesante!
Slowly... carefully...

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World

Baritone Treb
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mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

w/Quiet Energy

Rit...!

w/Forward Energy...

Pesante!

Slowly... carefully...

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World
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Euphonium

mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

w/Quiet Energy

Rit...!

w/Forward Energy...

Pesante!

Slowly... carefully...

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World

Trombone 1

mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

w/Quiet Energy

Rit...!

w/Forward Energy...

Pesante!

Slowly... carefully...

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World
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Trombone 2

0 mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

9 w/Quiet Energy

17 Rit...! w/Forward Energy...

22 Pesante! Slowly... carefully...

31

41 p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World

Bass Trombone
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mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

w/Quiet Energy

Rit...!

w/Forward Energy...

Pesante!

Slowly... carefully...

smp

p

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World
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Tuba

mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

w/Quiet Energy

Rit...!

w/Forward Energy...

Pesante!

Slowly... carefully...

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World
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PAD Bass

mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

0

Play in Lowest Octvaes & Double 8VB

w/Quiet Energy

13

mp-rise and fall

w/Forward Energy... Pesante!

18

Slowly... carefully...

23

Slowly... carefully...

23

Slowly... carefully...

31


38

p and fade...
In Your Eyes I See the World

Harp
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mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

0

3

7

11

mp
Slowly... carefully...

Harp
In Your Eyes I See the World

Timpani/Orch Bells 2 or Celeste Wind Chimes
Orchestral Bells
Timpani
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mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

w/Quiet Energy

w/Forward Energy...

on Wind Chimes or Chinese Bell Tree

Pesante!
Slowly... carefully...
Orchestral Bells or Celeste

Timpani/Orch Bells 2 or Celeste Wind Chimes, Orchestral Bells, Timpani
In Your Eyes I See the World
Vibraphone Suspended/Scrape Cymb 2 Bass Drum
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mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

w/Quiet Energy

Rit...!
Vibraphone Suspended/Scrape Cymb 2 Bass Drum

19 Bass Drum

\[ \text{w/Forward Energy...} \quad \text{Pesante!} \]

26 Vibraphone

\[ \text{Slowly... carefully...} \]

30
In Your Eyes I See the World
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Orchestral Bells 1 Suspended Cymb 1

mm@46, w/Ebb & Flow...

0

5

w/Quiet Energy

13

long scrape on cymb. long scrape on cymb. Ritual...

Suspended Cymb.

21

w/Forward Energy... Pesante!

Slowly... carefully...

29
Chimes
Various Metals 3 Suspended Cymbal Scraped Large Tam (Gong)
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Chimes, Various Metals 3 Suspended Cymbal Scraped Large Tam (Gong)

Rit...!

Suspended cymb.

Crash Cymb.

w/Forward Energy...

Pesante!

//

Suspended cymb.

Slowly... carefully...

Single Wind Chime Bars

Susp.  

//

long scrape on Tam

32

38